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Abstract 

The retrofitting technique of near-
surface mounting (NSM) fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP) is an 
alternative solution to externally 
bonded technique in strengthening of 

reinforced concrete (RC) elements, in particular a 
significant effect is due to improving high bond 
action between concrete and FRP bar. A 
comparative study on four theoretical models and 
two design guidelines for contribution of NSM 
FRP bars to RC beams is reported and evaluated 
in this study.  A significant number of 
experimental results (71 tests) of RC beam 
specimens, reported in the literature have been 
collected to validate the accuracy of the theoretical 
models formula. The flexural strength equations 
of common guideline, Canadian standard and 
American guideline were also used to compare the 
strengthening capacity of RC beams based on the 
available experimental results. Apparently, 
theoretical models have provided accurate results 
compared to design guidelines, the equations 
showed a good match with test results by 
considering bond action. One of the proposed 
formulas is quite satisfactory concerning both test 
results and the prediction of different design 
guidelines. 
 

Keywords: Near surface mounted (NSM), Fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP), Theoretical Models, Design 
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1- Introduction 

 
The use of flexural strengthening technique of 
near surface mounted of fiber reinforced polymer 
NSM FRP has been common in many existing 
structures since the technique will enhance the 
structural capacity for resisting extra applying 
loads and prevent the deficient buildings from 
potential failure. This method is an alternative 

technique to boost flexural strengthening of 
deteriorated reinforced concrete members. Theses 
mechanism is effectively increase the durability 
and life serviceability of the structures and it will 
not need extensive surface preparation by cutting 
grooves along the side or soffit of the beam and 
inserting FRP bars to these grooves with epoxy 
material. Hence, minimum installation time is 
predicted as well as demolition and reconstruction 
can be avoided as it is economically inappropriate  

[1]. 
In addition, substantial research has been 
conducted to examine the flexural capacity of 
NSM FRP and eventually some of which created 
proposed model to predict peak strength of RC 
elements. It has been observed that the theoretical 
models are significantly dependent upon the bond 
actions between concrete, NSM FRP bars and 
resin material. For instance, higher performance 
of RC element can be obtained if appropriate bond 
is practically provided. This longitudinal bond 
stress can be observed when the structure is 
loaded and tensile force is transferred to the 
concrete. The bond actions mechanism are hugely 
affected by the shape and configuration of the 
FRP bars since deformed bars could significantly 
show better performance compared to smooth bars. 
Thus, the proposed models have taken into 
account many kinds of failure such as splitting 
failure, pull out and pull out by complete or 
partial shearing off that might occur.    
However, using practical equations given in the 
design guideline and standards for flexural 
strengthening, predicts the flexural strength 
resistance imprecisely when compared with 
experimental data. The current codes such as, 
American[2] and Canadian[3] standard, are among 
the most common standards. Though, in 
Kurdistan region-Iraq, American standard[2] is 
used most widely among design engineers and 
design firms. American and Canadian code 

 

https://www.google.iq/search?newwindow=1&espv=2&q=define+mechanism&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwivhN3tyqjPAhXHDsAKHeXNAaoQ_SoIKDAA
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equations consider similar approaches in the 
calculation of flexural strength and the ways 
bond actions affect flexural strength. The flexural 
strength equations in the current building 
guidelines are driven from the stress 
compatibility, equilibrium of forces and 
controlling mode of failure. Besides, cover 
delimitation and debonding play an important role 
in reducing flexural strength capacity. In essence, 
the American[2] guideline tends to estimate this 
reduction of flexural strength by limiting the 
effective strain in FRP bar, while the Candian[3] 
approach is somehow similar in which the 
maximum tensile FRP strain shall not be greater 
than 0.007.  
Provisions of major international guidelines and 
some suggested formulations on their calculation 
of flexural strength are presented in this study. 
The main objectives of the present study 
considered herein are to use a series of tests       
(71 tests) available in the literature to study the 
behaviour of RC beam strengthen with NSM FRP. 
The comparisons between experimental and 
theoretical results allow conclusions to be drawn 
on the consistency of flexural strength 
predictions of guidelines. 
 
2- Research Significance 

 
The present study provides analytical data, 
collected in the literature, on effect of NSM FRP 
bar on flexural strength resistance of RC beams. 
In addition, a comparison of flexural 
strengthening of current standards and some 
theoretical models is made with the test data (71 
tests) taken from literature. The authors aim is 
investigating and selecting the accurate 
formulation in the literature to calculate flexural 
strength of strengthening beam with the NSM 
FRP and the equations have been verified against 
experimental data from literature.  
 
3- Standard Equations for Strengthening of 

RC Beams Using NSM FRP 
  

Guidelines and standards, which are currently 
available, provide similar formulae and 
approaches to determine flexural strength. The 
equations are same in terms of nominal moment 
capacity calculation as strain compatibility, 
internal force equilibrium and modes of failure 
shall be used to obtain peak strength. Whereas, 
different limitations are applied to strain that will 
be induced in the NSM FRP bars.  The result of 
the nominal flexural strength will be different 
accordingly.  This study considers the calculation 

of flexural strength which is under gravity 
loading with strengthening by NSM FRP as well 
as excluding all the safety factors in reinforced 
concrete beam. The analysis of the results given 
in this study is made in relation to ACI 
4402R_08[2] and Canadian CAN.CSA.S806-09[3].  

3.1. ACI 4402R_08[2] 
 

The ACI 4402R[2] committee report has employed 
the similar equation for flexural strengthening 
calculation as ACI-318[4]. The strain compatibility, 
internal equilibrium force and controlling mode of 
failure shall be used to calculate nominal flexural 
strength of NSM FRP-strengthened RC members. 
However, there are some points which are 
different from ACI-318[4].  Firstly, the linear 
elastic stress-strain relationship shall be assumed 
to the NSM FRP bar. Secondly, any slip which 
may occur between concrete and NSM FRP shall 
be neglected. Finally, shear deformation of the 
resin shall not be considered since the resin is 
very thin. Thus, the nominal flexural strength of 
NSM FRP-strengthened RC members can be 
calculated, shown in figure1 and (Eq.1). 

Mn = As fs (d  β1c/2) + Af ffe (h  β1C/2) + As' fs' (β1C/2 –d') … (1) 

It should be noted that the nominal flexural 
moment shown in (Eq.1) is governed by mode of 
failure introduced in ACI 4402R. GangaRao and 
Vijay[5] were proposed some modes of failure 
which has been followed by ACI 440-2R[2]. Firstly, 
over reinforcement failure, crushing of concrete 
before yielding tensile reinforcement, shall be 
taken into account when strain in the compressive 
zone of the concrete reaches maximum ultimate 
strain (Ɛcu = 0.003). Secondly, NSM FRP rapture 
can occur if NSM FRP strain reaches its design 
strain (Ɛf = Ɛfu = ff / Ef). Thirdly, yielding of 
tension rebar followed by concrete crushing shall 
be investigated. Finally, concrete cover 
delamination and NSM FRP debonding shall be 
considered if the force in the NSM FRP cannot be 
resisted by the concrete substrate and the effective 
strain (Ɛfd) in NSM FRP shall be limited to seventy 
percent of ultimate strain (Ɛu) to prevent such a 
failure (Ɛfd = 0.7 Ɛu). Thus, the mode of failure can 
be investigated. 

[Ɛfe = Ɛcu (
    

 
)           ]         …………. (2) 

3.2.    CAN.CSA.S806-02[3] 
 

Canadian Standard CSA[3] has recently become 
effective in design and construction of building 
components with Fibre-Reinforced polymer. The 
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design flexural strength requirements for 
concrete beam strengthening are taken into 
account through considering strain compatibility 
and equilibrium of internal forces. Clear 
distinctions of CSA are concrete compressive 
strain that shall be no greater than 0.0035 and 
the bond between concrete, rebar and NSM FRP 
assumed to be perfect as well as the maximum 
NSM FRP strain limited to 0.007, assuming no 
anchorage failure. 
 But, CSA [3] is likely to pay no attention to the 
crack debonding between concrete and resin filler 
as well as between resin and NSM FRP. In the 
presence of intermediate cracks, CSA[3] has only 
limited strain in NSM FRP to take into account 
the influences of debonding. However, researchers 
have pointed out that high resistance at the 
epoxy-bar interface achieved through using high 
tensile strength epoxy and considerable cover for 
groove filler by which epoxy split failure was 
prevented and concrete split failure was 
predominant.  

3.3.  Other Standards 
 

There are some other standards which can be 
applied to calculate the flexural strengthening of 
R.C beam with NSM FRP. Consideration of other 
standards such as, FIB Bulletin 14[6] and ISIS[7] 
define similar methods for the calculation of 
flexural strengthening capacity of R.C beam. For 
example, the FIB 14[6] and ISIS[7] standard are in 
the similar approach as ACI 4402R[2] committee 
report and Canadian Standard[3] for flexural 
strengthen calculation. While, the standards were 
mainly proposed to examine the strengthening of 
externally bonded FRP, it has been modified and 
used for calculation of NSM FRP of R.C elements. 
Thus, the other methods shall be modified and 
applied to study the behaviour of strengthened 
beam with NSM FRP without ignoring the effects 
of interfacial debonding between resin and bar. 

4-  Researchers Proposed Equations 
 

Various researchers have attempted to obtain and 
reach a flexural strengthening equation to predict 
explicitly the experimental data of flexural 
strengthening of RC beam. Different methods 
were applied to estimate the flexural 
strengthening capacity with variety of parameters 
in design.  
Similar to guidelines of practice, a model to 
predict the maximum capacity of strengthened 
beams for which near surface mounted strips 
were employed to increase the peak capacity of 
the beam is published by Hassan and Rizkalla[8]. It 

has been reported that the model has been 
developed based on a model, which derived for 
externally strengthened element by Malek et al.[9]. 
The Malek’s formulation were taken one side of 
the plate and due to the fact that NSM strip have 
two bonded surfaces, this has been taken into 
consideration by Hassan and Rizkalla [8] 
formulation. Concrete cracking leads to decrease 
the flexural stiffness of the element that is why 
the previous researchers consider effective 
moment of inertia of the section. In the model 
formulations, the authors were suggested that 
both bending and shear stresses could be 
investigated individually. The form of failure that 
has been considered in this model is where the 
near surface mounted strips are terminated; this 
is because maximum stress is generated in this 
position. The following equation is used to find 
the maximum shear stress in the beam: 
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Where:  : is the shear stress at the end of the 
NSM FRP strips. n: modular ratio between FRP 
and concrete. P: is the concentrated failure 
load.      : is the distance from the neutral axis of 
the beam to the NSM FRP strips.      : is the 
effective moment of inertia of enhanced 

element.   √
  

       
 ,   : shear modulus of 

adhesive.   : adhesive thickness.    :NSM FRP 
strip thickness.   : elastic modulus of FRP strips. 
x: is the distance between the end of the NSM 
FRP strip to the beam support.  

Mohr-Coulomb line was used to obtain the shear 
strength of the strengthened beam after knowing 
the compressive and tensile strength of concrete 
by using Equation 4. This achieved shear stress is 
used in Equation 3 to find the load, which leads 
to the failure of the beam. 

)4.....(..........
'
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Where:     : is ultimate shear stress.   
 : is the 

concrete compressive strength.    : is the concrete 
tensile strength. 
In addition, Seracino et al.[10] developed a model to 
estimate the intermediate crack debonding load 
and it can be employed for both EB and NSM 
methods. Its derivation is carried out by taking 
compatibility and equilibrium of plate to concrete 
joint, which is shown in figure 1. 
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The equation derived in this model that is the 
function of geometric and material properties is: 

)5....()(
33.00.25

f85.0 pEAperLcfpICP   

Where:   : equal to 1.    = 
  

  
: is the aspect ratio. 

            .    : is the depth of the groove 
plus (x).   : is the width of the groove in addition 
to (2x). 
Moreover, Oehlers et al.[11] improved previous 
model and altered it to account for group effect of 
NSM FRP bars, decreasing axial rigidity of 
concrete has been taken into account as a result 
of cracking. The modified equation is provided 
below: 

)6.....(..........)()(

33.00.25
f85.0
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Where:  : is the number of NSM FRP strips used 
to strengthen the beam.    : Axial rigidity of 
NSM FRP.    : Concrete axial rigidity.     : is a 
coefficient that takes into account decreases in the 
axial rigidity due to the cracking of concrete and 
it is considered to be 0.2 for beam[10].   

5-  Flexural Strengthening of R.C. Beams 
Database 
 

The experimental data collected from available 
literature, conducted by different researchers, is a 
total of 71 reinforced concrete beam strengthened 
by NSM FRP subjected to vertical load. The data 
results are presented in the Table 1. All the 
experimental specimens were reinforced concrete 
rectangular beam and T-beam. The concrete’s 
compressive strength, fc’, for the analysed 
database lies within 21 to 67 MPa, yield strength 
of steel reinforcement, fy, has a value of 
minimum of 337 to maximum of 788 MPa, the 
FRP strength,    , 512 to 3700 MPa , whereas  
the ratio of flexure reinforcement, ρ, is between 
0.21% to 1.7% as well as ratio of FRP, ρFRP, is 
between 0.04% to 0.96% . Moreover, the beam 
dimension (b x h) ranges from 100mm to 550mm 
for width and a 170mm to 400mm for depth. 
Length of beams is ranged within 900mm to 
4000mm. The purpose is to examine the influence 
of NSM FRP on flexural strengthening capacity. 
In the present study the flexural strengthening 
resistance was calculated for four theoretical 
models and two guidelines. 

Failure modes  
 
FR-CC: FRP rupture followed by concrete 
crushing, FP: CFRP bar pull-out, CP: concrete 
peeling off, CC: concrete crushing, CCS: concrete 
cover splitting, C+D+FR: concrete crushing 
followed by concrete-epoxy interface debonding 
and NSM GFRP rupture, CR:CFRP rupture, CCD: 
concrete cover delamination, P+CC: peeling off the 
NSM bars/ strips with concrete cover, S+R: 
slipping followed by rupture of NSM bars/ strips, 
CD: concrete cover separation, S/D-FRP: shear 
failure followed by debonding of FRP bar, S/R-FRP: 
FRP bar rupture after shear failure. CC/ECS: 
concrete crushing followed by splitting of epoxy 
paste,  D: Debonding failure, R: rupture of FRP 
bar/ Strip, D-FRP, R-FRP: debonding and rupture 
of CFRP strips. 
 
6- Statistical Comparison of Theoretical 

Models and Standards 
 

Two guide lines ACI440-2R[2] and 
CAN.CSA.S806[3] as well as four theoretical 
models Seracino et al.[10], Oehlers et al.[11], 
Hassan and Rizkalla[8] and Al-Muhamad et al.[12] 
have been compared against the existing 
experimental results shown in Table 3. This 
comparison has been made by comparing mean 
( ), standard deviation ( ) and coefficient of 
variation. In addition, Table 2 shows the data 
Frequency analysis results. Frequency can be 
defined as how often values occur within a 
range of values. For instance, the number of test 
result will be repeated six times if Pexp./P CSA.  is 

equal to one. Hence, the statistical data analysis 
have been shown and compared.  

7- Comparison between Theoretical Models 
and Guidelines 
 

The mean value, the standard deviation and the 
coefficient of variation are explained in Table 3 for 
PExp/Pguidelines, PExp/Peq. . The mean value obtained by 
Al-Muhamad et al.[12] is the lowest value (0.52) 
and the standard deviation is (0.38), whereas the 
mean value provided by Hassan and Rizkalla[8] is 
the highest value (1.79) and the standard 
deviation is (1.27). This indicates that the 
estimated values by Hassan and Rizkalla[8] 
equation are close to experimental values. The 
coefficients of variation in CAN.CSA.S806[3] and 
ACI440-2R[2] are 55% and 48%, respectively. The 
highest value of coefficient of variation obtained 
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by Al-Muhamad et al.[12] means the equation is not 
in close agreement with test data. The coefficient 
of variation of Oehlers et al.[11] is 51 %, while for 
Hassan and Rizkalla[8] is 71%.  
It can be noticed from Table 2 that the result of 
the Hassan and Rizkalla[8] equation is more close 
to the experimental results, which percent of pass 
is 79%, while Al-Muhamad et al.[12] overestimates 
the values in considerable amount of the data, 
which percent of pass is only 11%. In addition, 
the results of all data show that Oehlers et al.[11] 
equation gives accurate match with experimental 
data, while the CAN.CSA.S806[3] and ACI440-2R[2] 
overestimate by a large margin. However, it 
should be noted that the CAN.CSA.S806[3] and 
ACI440-2R[2] have been used for the entire cases of 
the test results, whereas the Hassan and 
Rizkalla[8] and Oehlers et al.[11] shall not be 
applied for all cases. This is owing to the fact that 
the first model was developed to predict the 
ultimate capacity of the beams which had been 
strengthened by NSM FRP strips, and was used to 
assess beams which were not strengthened for the 
whole length and failed at the cut-off point. This 
model would overestimate the predicted maximum 
loads, when the ends of NSM FRP strips were 
close to the support. Nevertheless, the later model 
depends on the geometrical and material 
properties of the strengthened beams; it provides 
the same result when the strengthening length is 
changed.  

8- Conclusion  
 

The objective of this study is to provide a 
comparison result for flexural strengthening of 
reinforced concrete beam. The results of 71 beam 
specimens collected from literature were used to 
compare the four theoretical models and equations 
of guidelines. 

There are many approaches in the guidelines to 
predict the flexural strengthening of reinforced 
concrete beam, whilst the methods appear to be 
unsafe. The prime focus of this paper is the 
flexural strengthening, particularly in the 
presence of near surface mounted FRP. Hence, it 
is vital that beams should be carefully 
investigated to take into account the effect of 
NSM FRP. 
The comparative study made in this work 
incorporates the investigation of reinforced 
concrete beam under static loading and 
strengthening with NSM FRP.  The study 
examines the comparison of four theoretical 
models and two standards. The results have been 
examined and compared with experimental data. 

The following conclusions can be drawn in this 
research.  
1- To begin with, a bond action between NSM 

FRP and concrete can play a crucial role in 
reducing flexural strengthening resistance by 
switching the design results from 
overestimation to underestimation. Therefore, 
the bond action influence cannot be ignored. 
This does not coincide with previous design 
Guideline equations that paid no attention to 
the effects of tie between concrete, resin and 
FRP. 

2- In addition, it has been observed that both 
Hassan and Rizkalla[8]  and Oehlers et al.[11] 
equations are safe with regard to the design 
of flexural strengthening of RC beams, which 
percent of passed results are 79% and 72% 
respectively, whereas Al-Muhamad et al.[12]  
equation is unsafe and prediction of safe 
result is only 11%. Both CAN.CSA.S806[2] and 
ACI440-2R[3] provide unsatisfactory results 
31% and 33% accordingly.    

3- The analytical results have shown that the 
effects of some parameters, such as the 
increase in the length of NSM FRP and the 
thickness of the concrete layer between the 
steel and NSM FRP will enhance the ultimate 
capacity of the strengthened beam, while 
Concrete compressive strength, bar to groove 
perimeter ratio, groove spacing, the distance 
between grooves and the edge of the beam 
might not lead to the clear enhancement of 
the flexural resistance. 
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 التصميميت والمعايير المقترحت الىمارج في مقاروت دراست
 باستخذام المسلحت الخرساويت لجسورا في الاوحىاء لتقويت
 البوليمر بالياف المعسزة السطح مه القريب الرصع طريقت

 
     هبخسخيش -1سةنطةر جمال قادر

 اسخبر هسبعذ -1رفيقسيروان خورشيذ  د.
      هبخسخيش   -2دابان عبذالظاهر محي الذيه

 وذًيتهٌذست الالقسن  -مليت الهٌذست-سليوبًيت ال خبهعت 1 
 ديىحنٌيلقسن هٌذست ال -مىيه خبهعت 2

   :المستخلص
 الىخه هي القشيب الشصع بطشيقت الخهيئت اعبدة حقٌيت اى

 للخقٌيبث بذيل زل هى ببلأليبف الوقىي البىليوش  ببسخخذام
 ، الوسلست الخشسبًت للعٌبصش الخبسخيت للخقىيت الوسخخذهت

  حبثيش  ييحسس بسبب العوليت الٌبزيت هي هٌبك حبثيش مبيش
 يف حن.  ببلاليبف الوقىي والبىليوش الخشسبًت بيي العبلً طبالش

 هي اثٌيي هع هقخشزت ًظشيت ًوبرج أسبعت هقبسًت ذساستال هزة
 الخشسبًت وهذوًت -يتالنٌذ  الوذوًت) الخصويويت وذوًبثال

 ببلاليبف الوقىي البىليوش بيي الوسبهوت لوعشفت( الاهشينيت
 حن قذل.  والدسىسالوسسىبت الىخت هي القشيب الشصع بطشيقت

 الدسىس هي( ًوىرج 71) الخدشيبيت الٌخبئح هي مبيش عذد خوع
 للخسقق البسث هخي فً اليهب الاشبسة جحو الخي ، النىًنشيخيت

 اماسخخذ حن .الوقخشزت الٌظشيت الخصويويت الٌوبرج صست هي
 النٌذي الوعيبس في الخصويويت للوذوًبث الاًسٌبء قىة هعبدلت

 للٌوبرج الخقىيت مفبءة لوقبسًت بضاي الاهشينيت الخشسبًت وهذوًت
. السبليت الذساست يف الوسلست الخشسبًيت للدسىس العوليت
 قىاعذ الً هقبسًت دقيقت ًخبئح الٌظشيت لٌوبرجا دساستاثبخج 
 قبل هي الوقخشزت الوعبدلاثاى  .الخصويويت الوذوًت

( 2003في  وسصمبلت وزسي 2007 يف واخشوى سيشاسيٌى)
 ؤخزي عٌذهب العوليت الفسىصبث ًخبئح هع خيذة ًخبئح اعطج

في  واخشوى سيشاسيٌى) اقخشذ. الاعخببس بٌظش الشبط حبثيش
 الٌخبئح ببسخالاع بٌظش اخز زيث حوبهب هخطببقت لتهعبد(  2007

  .تالخصويوي الاسشبديت القىاعذ لوخخلف والخٌبؤ العوليت
 

 الوقطىي  البطىليوش  ، السططر  علً هثبخت حقىيت  الكلمااث المتتاحيات:  
 ، للخصطوين  الخطىخيهي  الوبطذأ   ، الٌظشيطت  الٌوبرج   ، ببلأليبف
 .الوسلست الخشسبًيت العخببث
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Figure1 : Stress-Strain distribution for rectangular RC beams 
strengthened with NSM FRP. (by researchers and guidelines) 

Figure 2 : Push-pull specimen model[10]  
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Table 1: Reinforced rectangular beam and T beam under gravity load 
 and strengthened by NSM FRP. (by researchers and guidelines) 
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[1 4
] B-1GFRP 2000 150x200 1x30x30 36.6 0.63 0.28 48.53 0.90 0.72 1.02 0.94 - - FR-CC 

B-2 GFRP 2000 150x200 2x30x30 36.6 0.31 0.56 51.17 1.04 0.68 0.54 0.51 - - FR-CC 

[1
3
] 

B-6-LS-3 2800 150x280 2x12x12 36.1 0.63 0.14 146.25 1.36 1.23 2.09 2.10 - - FP 
B-6-LS-2.7 2800 150x280 2x12x12 36.1 0.63 0.14 133.25 1.24 1.12 1.90 1.91 0.55 0.29 FP 
B-6-LS-2.4 2800 150x280 2x12x12 36.1 0.63 0.14 119.00 1.10 1.00 1.70 1.71 1.89 0.52 FP 
B-6-LS-2.1 2800 150x280 2x12x12 36.1 0.63 0.14 110.00 1.02 0.92 1.57 1.58 3.03 0.72 CP 
B-12-LS-3 2800 150x280 2x12x12 36.1 0.63 0.14 163.50 1.18 1.10 1.68 1.51 - - CC 
B-12-HS-3 2800 150x280 2x12x12 67.1 0.63 0.14 183.00 0.90 1.10 1.53 1.34 - - FP 

[1
5
] 

AC1 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 67.00 0.53 0.51 0.99 0.98 2.43 0.33 CCS 

AC2 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 73.00 0.57 0.56 1.08 1.06 2.22 0.31 CCS 

AC3 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 94.00 0.74 0.72 1.39 1.36 1.75 0.27 CCS 

AC4 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 96.00 0.76 0.74 1.42 1.39 1.24 0.21 CCS 
AC5 2600 200x300 1x14x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 88.00 0.69 0.67 1.49 1.47 2.83 0.40 CCS 
AC6 2600 200x300 1x14x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 94.00 0.74 0.72 1.60 1.57 1.88 0.29 CCS 
AC7 2600 200x300 1x14x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 102.00 0.80 0.78 1.73 1.71 1.40 0.24 CCS 
AC8 2600 200x300 1x25x25 41.0 0.39 0.12 74.00 0.49 0.48 0.71 0.69 1.91 0.26 CCS 
AC9 2600 200x300 1x25x25 41.0 0.39 0.12 109.00 0.72 0.70 1.05 1.02 1.16 0.24 CCS 
AG10 2600 200x300 1x25x25 41.0 0.39 0.12 75.00 0.64 0.62 1.21 1.17 1.65 0.15 CCS 
AG11 2600 200x300 1x25x25 41.0 0.39 0.12 112.00 0.95 0.93 1.81 1.75 1.00 0.20 CCS 
BC1 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 135.00 0.75 0.73 1.99 1.96 3.57 0.43 CCS 
BC2 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 61.40 0.85 0.83 2.28 2.24 2.51 0.33 CCS 
CC1 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 41.60 0.91 0.90 3.36 3.30 5.45 0.84 CCS 
CC2 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 45.30 0.92 0.90 3.39 3.33 5.06 0.79 CCS 
CC3 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 49.43 0.94 0.92 3.46 3.40 4.73 0.74 CCS 
CC4 2600 200x300 1x19x19 41.0 0.39 0.12 79.10 1.02 1.00 3.76 3.69 3.21 0.52 CCS 

[1
6
] 

B2600 3000 150x300 1x15x15 37.5 0.57 0.18 81.50 0.53 0.46 2.30 2.21 1.29 0.16 C+D+FR 

B2800 3000 150x300 1x15x15 37.5 0.57 0.18 80.60 0.53 0.45 2.27 2.19 0.67 0.10 C+D+FR 

B3200 3000 150x300 1x15x15 37.5 0.57 0.18 81.90 0.54 0.46 2.31 2.22      -      - C+D+FR 

[1
7
] 

A-1CFRP 2743 152x190 1x19x6 37.2 1.71 0.14 49.66 0.41 0.42 0.91 0.88     -     - CC 
A-2CFRP 2743 152x190 2x19x6 37.2 1.71 0.27 53.88 0.39 0.42 0.49 0.56     -      -  CC 
B-1CFRP 2743 229x190 1x19x6 37.2 1.09 0.09 56.44 0.44 0.43 1.03 1.00     -     - CC 
B-2CFRP 2743 229x190 2x19x6 37.2 1.09 0.19 74.10 0.51 0.48 0.68 0.71     -     - CC 
C-1CFRP 2743 305x190 1x19x6 37.2 0.82 0.07 62.02 0.43 0.42 1.13 1.10     -     - CR 
C-2CFRP 2743 305x190 2x19x6 37.2 0.82 0.14 83.54 0.46 0.52 0.76 0.74     -     - CC 

[1
8
] 

B1-1CFRP 900 120x170 1x15x5 44.2 0.22 0.07 79.90 1.66 2.05 1.20 2.13 - - CCD 

B2-2CFRP 900 120x170 2x15x5 44.2 0.38 0.14 93.30 2.31 1.61 1.40 1.44 - - CCD 

B3-3CFRP 900 120x170 3x15x5 44.2 0.57 0.20 96.60 1.63 1.35 0.97 1.24 - - CCD 

[1
9
] 

A1-3C-S 4000 550x400 3x18x5 49.5 0.32 0.04 245.6 1.00 0.97 1.51 2.02 - - P+CC 
A2-3C-S 4000 550x400 3x18x5 45.0 0.32 0.04 250.0 1.02 0.99 1.53 2.00 - - P+CC 
B1-2G-B 4000 550x400 2x25x25 50.1 0.32 0.11 250.0 1.06 1.04 2.02 1.50 - - P+CC 
B2-2G-B 4000 550x400 2x25x25 35.2 0.32 0.11 226.0 0.96 0.95 2.05 1.63 - - P+CC 
C1-1C-B 4000 550x400 1x20x20 52.7 0.32 0.03 253.4 1.14 1.11 3.00 2.94 - - S+R 
C2-1C-B 4000 550x400 1x20x20 50.1 0.32 0.03 249.6 1.12 1.09 3.00 2.95 - - S+R 

[2
0
] 

S1-1FRP 1500 100x170 1x12x4 46.1 0.36 0.08 50.3 1.36 1.33 1.64 1.57 0.91 0.12 CD 

S2-2FRP 1500 100x177 2x12x4 46.1 0.52 0.16 78.5 2.11 1.42 1.28 1.46 1.26 0.31 CD 

S3-2FRP 1500 100x175 2x12x4 46.1 0.66 0.16 81.9 2.01 1.45 1.34 1.52 1.31 0.28 CD 

S4-3FRP 1500 100x180 3x12x4 46.1 0.92 0.24 94.9 1.61 1.33 1.03 1.43 1.37 0.38 CD 

[2
1
] 

B-S40-G5-A 1200 180x250 2x20x20 21 1.10 0.93 115.0 0.57 0.61 0.87 1.11 - - 
S/D- 
FRP 

B-S20-G5-A 1200 180x250 2x20x20 37 1.10 0.93 144.0 0.56 0.62 0.91 1.12 - - S/R-FRP 

B-S20-G3-A 1200 180x250 2x15x15 37 1.10 0.32 131.0 0.69 0.67 1.55 1.61 - - CC/ECS 
B-S50-G5-A 1200 180x250 2x20x20 58 1.10 0.93 149.0 0.53 0.50 0.81 0.98 - - S/R-FRP 

B-S50-G5-B 1200 180x250 2x20x20 58 1.10 0.93 159.0 0.56 0.54 0.86 1.04 - - S/R-FRP 

[2
2
] 

B-D-300 2500 300x300 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 56.0 0.28 0.27 0.65 0.63 1.23 1.85 D 
B-D-1100 2500 100x177 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 67.0 0.33 0.32 0.77 0.75 0.95 1.49 D 
B-D-1600 2500 100x175 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 73.0 0.36 0.35 0.84 0.82 0.68 1.12 D 
B-D-2400 2500 100x180 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 79.0 0.39 0.38 0.91 0.88 0.11 0.35 D 
B-K-1100 2500 100x170 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 59.0 0.29 0.28 0.68 0.66 1.04 1.31 D 
B-K-1600 2500 100x175 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 70.0 0.34 0.34 0.81 0.78 0.81 1.07 D 
B-K-2400 2500 100x175 1x30x18 48 0.21 0.08 76.0 0.37 0.37 0.88 0.85 0.12 0.34 D 

[2
3
] 

B1-C-A 2500 150x300 1x30x18 45 0.69 0.16 93.8 0.49 0.48 1.06 1.03 - 0.36 D 

B2-C-S 2500 150x300 2x19x6 45 0.69 0.15 99.3 0.53 0.51 0.91 0.91 - 0.45 R 

B3-C-S 2500 150x300 2x25x6 45 0.69 0.14 110.2 0.51 0.50 0.84 0.79 - 0.46 R 

B4-G-S 2500 300x300 3x25x6 45 0.35 0.14 102.7 0.46 0.45 0.59 0.82 - 0.48 D 

[8
] 

B-300 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 53.0 0.40 0.39 0.77 0.69 1.53 0.90 D-FRP 
B-500 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 54.0 0.41 0.39 0.78 0.71 1.42 0.84 D-FRP 
B-1000 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 60.0 0.45 0.44 0.87 0.79 1.18 0.73 D-FRP 
B-1500 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 74.0 0.56 0.54 1.07 0.97 0.98 0.64 D-FRP 
B-1700 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 79.0 0.59 0.58 1.15 1.04 - 0.57 R -FRP 
B-1900 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 75.0 0.56 0.55 1.09 0.98 - 0.43 R -FRP 
B-2100 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 80.0 0.60 0.58 1.16 1.05 - 0.35 R -FRP 
B-2400 2500 150x300 1x25x5 48 0.55 0.07 80.0 0.60 0.58 1.16 1.05 - 0.18 R -FRP 
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Table 2: Frequency Result Analysis. (by researchers and guidelines) 

Data 
(Frequency) 

Pexp./P 
CSA.S806-2009 

Pexp./P           
ACI440-2R-2008 

Pexp./P 
Seracino et al. 

(2005) 

Pexp./P 
Oehlers et al. 

(2008) 

Pexp./P 
Hassan & 
Rizkall 
(2003) 

Pexp./P AL Mahmud 
F. et al. 2010 

0.5 18 23 1 0 2 29 

0.7 20 17 5 6 3 4 

0.9 9 9 13 12 1 7 

1 6 8 6 7 4 0 

1.25 10 7 14 12 5 2 

1.75 5 6 16 18 9 2 

2 0 0 3 3 3 1 

2.25 2 1 3 7 1 0 

% Pass 33 31 69 72 79 11 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Statistical Result Analysis. (by researchers and guidelines) 

Formula Mean ( ) Standard Deviation ( ) Coefficient of Variation (%) 

Pexp./P CSA.S806-2009 0.79 0.44 55 

Pexp./PACI440-2R-2008 0.74 0.36 48 

Pexp./P Seracino et al. (2005) 1.42 0.75 53 

Pexp./P Oehlers et al. (2008) 1.43 0.73 51 

Pexp./P Hassan & Rizkalal  (2003) 1.79 1.27 71 

Pexp./P AL Mahmud et al. 2010 0.52 0.38 73 

   


